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Abstract

In computer games, creators want to convey and induce emotion in players. A way of 

enhancing emotions in games is by using conscious sound design. This essay is about 

how conscious recorded and mixed foley and ambience sounds can enhance the 

conveying of emotions in games. For the experiment, a game was created where 

subjects played two different levels with two different sound designed spaces in each. 

The only difference between the spaces was the sound of the footsteps in an indoor 

level and the sound of the wind in an outdoor level. Results shows that the outdoor 

level better conveyed different emotions between the spaces than the indoor level but 

the indoor level could convey different emotions too, especially for experienced 

gamers and listeners.
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Introduction

Sound in games is an important tool to enhance the game experience. Games can be 

purely for entertainment, as art, being beautiful etc. To make the player enjoy a game 

it's important to consider the role of the sound design.

Sound design in games have many different functions. Some ways sound 

design can enhance the experience is with the evoking of emotions and adding to the 

immersion of the game (Lindskog, 2013). Sometimes the sound design can be 

important for the gameplay, it can help the player make the right decisions and 

sometimes it's necessary for the progress of the game to hear certain sound cues. 

A role for sound design that maybe isn't so commonly thought about is how 

sound convey emotion to the player and especially how you consciously design 

sounds to make them convey an intended emotion in the context of a game.

Background

The first games developed had no sound because of the limitation of computers at the 

time and even though the first games without sound indeed did convey emotion too, a 

natural development of games was adding sound which by itself is an inducer of 

emotion (Västfjäll, 2012). One of the first commercially successful game was Space 

Invaders (Taito, 1978). In Space Invaders the player take the role of a spaceship 

shooting at approaching aliens. The most significant part of the sound design for this 

study is the sound of the aliens moving which becomes faster and faster as they 

approach making it more stressing for the player which add something to the game 

emotionally.

Today games are more complex and so is the sound design. An example of 

how sound design is used today to enhance gameplay is in the first-person shooter 

multiplayer game Counter Strike: Global Offensive (Valve, 2012) where two teams 

compete against each other. The players of both team listen carefully to the footsteps 

of the enemy team and in doing so preparing for a possible attack. The other players 

can choose to sneak though, and by doing so not making any noise. But while 

sneaking the player moves much slower, which is an disadvantage, making it a 

complex decision for the player to make and adding an extra dimension to the 
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gameplay.

The sound design also evokes an emotion of arousal as you hear your enemy 

approaching, similar to the aliens approaching in Space Invaders, or adding suspense 

if you can't hear anything but suspects the enemy is near.

Sound design

Sound design for games is a relatively new profession area for sound engineers and 

sound designers, though it's closely related to sound design for film as both consists of 

adding sound to picture. In sound design for film, diegetic and non-diegetic sounds are 

terms frequently used, Lindskog (2013) describes it as: “The fictional world in which 

the film characters live and events take place is called the diegesis. However, 

elements of the film can be external to the diegesis and thus be non-diegetic.” 

(Lindskog 2013, p. 8) A diegetic sound is a sound the characters in a film can hear and 

belongs to the film world (e.g. footsteps, wind etc.). A non-diegetic sound is a sound 

the audience can hear but not the characters (e.g. music, some sound effects). Some 

of the diegetic sounds are called foley which is another term borrowed from sound 

design in film. Collins (2008) writes: “Foley is the term used for recording sound effects 

in the studio using a variety of props. It is often specifically used for the everyday 

natural sounds, rather than special effects.” (Collins, 2008, p. 178) An example of foley 

is the sounds of footsteps. If sound by itself can convey emotions (Västfjäll, 2012) 

couldn't foley and other diegetic sounds be designed to convey emotion to a player 

too?

There are some ways sound design for games and films differs. Games is a 

non-linear media and the sound has to change dependently of what the player is doing 

and where the player is positioned. Film is a linear media and therefore the sound 

designer know exactly what's going to happen and how the sound is going to be heard 

by the audience.  This impact the way sound is designed and used for the different 

medias.
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Sound, game and emotions

Västfjäll's (2012) research shows that valence (positive or negative emotion) is mostly 

determined by the loudness of the sound and arousal (level of activation) is determined 

by the perceived sharpness. By using static sounds without meaning Västfjäll proves 

that sound induce emotion just by being registered. The louder volume of the sound, 

the more negative valence (i.e. negative emotion) and the more high frequency content 

(i.e. the sharper sound) the more arousal, see figure 1 and 2 which shows the results 

of Västjäll's experiments.
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Västfjäll (2012) also discuss that sounds exposed to us regularly can attenuate the 

effect the specific sound has for inducing emotions. This information is worth 

considering when designing sound for games.

As other forms of entertainment, different games wants to evoke different emotions for 

achieving different goals. Grimshaw (2009) have summarised different research about 

parameters that can make a sound more frightening and applying it to games, here are 

some examples.

• Approaching sounds - A sound with a longer onset than offset are 

perceived as more pressing than the other way around, Grimshaw explanation 

is that the former is a sound that has the character of something approaching 

and the latter of something moving away. 

• Uncanny - Uncanny means a sound that is familiar but also strange at the 

same time which result in a feeling of uncomfortably strange. Grimshaw uses an 

example from the horror movie Ringu (Nakata, 1998) were a recognisable 

ringing digital phone is processed to create an uncanny feeling. 

 

• Localisation of sound – How sound is located also has an impact on how 

the sound is perceived, “[t]he less information available, the more threatening 

the situation should be.” (Grimshaw, 2009, p. 3). Grimshaw discuss that it's 

unlikely this applies to all sounds. For example traffic sounds from outside his 

window are sounds that has low level of localisation, but having got used to it 

the theory doesn't apply. This connects with Västfjälls (2012) statement that 

regularly exposed sounds can attenuate the effect.

The emotions mentioned above is both induced through evolutionary and cultural basis 

according to Grimshaw.

Emotions can influence the gameplay too. Grimshaw et al. writes: “Emotions 

are a central part of the game experience, motivating the conscious cognitive 
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judgments and decisions made during gameplay.” (Grimshaw, Lindley & Nacke, 2008, 

p. 2) An example of how emotions can effect gameplay is in role playing games where 

you can choose to be “good” or “evil”. A player can feel empathy for an in-game 

character and even though the player may lose economically in-game or maybe need 

to take a harder route, they still do it just because of empathy.

The characters in a game are interpreted differently depending on the sound 

design. The sound design of a character, for example the robot R2D2 in Star Wars 

(Lucas, 1977), is for most listeners associated with happy beep sounds. R2D2 is 

unlikely to be interpreted as evil even before any actions is made. While other 

creatures, like the zombies in Minecraft (Mojang, 2012) with their scary noises, are 

distinctively interpreted as evil the first time playing just from hearing the sound. 

Appearance make a difference too, but sound should be considered a part of the 

general interpretation.

An example of when sound design is not so much for the gameplay but mostly 

for evoking emotion is in the game Journey (Thatgamecompany, 2012). In the game 

you play with a completely random player and there is no other way to communicate 

except through small tinging sounds which both players control separately. These 

sounds are strongly connected to your partner and the bond that is created through the 

game as it's the only way to communicate. Later in the game there is a part where the 

game gets tougher to play, the players move slower and are weaker. In that part of the 

game you can't hear the other player or contact her/him or make the tinging noise 

yourself which evoke a feeling of loneliness and sadness. After that part of the game 

you can contact your partner again which evoke a happy emotion. Through the game 

the footstep of the player is light and easy but in that tougher part the steps are heavy 

and slow. The sound design of the steps and wind corresponds to this and adds to 

how the player convey the emotion. This is an example of how foley can be designed 

to convey emotions together with the general atmosphere and the appearance of the 

character.

Aim and purpose

The aim of the study is to see if and how foley and ambience sounds can be designed 
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to convey emotions to listeners in a first-person shooter game without the help of any 

other sounds or differences in the game. The research question is “How does foley 

and ambience sounds convey emotions in a first-person shooter game?”. An 

experiment will be conducted where test subjects will play game levels and evaluate 

them. In the games tested only the sound of the foley will be changed, nothing else.

The purpose is to help the sound designers of games on how recording and 

processing of sounds affects the players emotions so the sound designer can make 

conscious decisions. Do sound designers have control of what emotions is conveyed 

through foley to players? 

What sounds to be investigated

In our daily life, emotions in biological patterns is frequently conveyed, for example 

through body language. Walking is a good example in how we can interpret the 

emotion of the walker is just by seeing. Troje (2002) writes: 

“The human visual system is extremely sensitive to animate motion patterns. We 

quickly and efficiently detect another living being in a visual scene, and we can 

recognize many aspects of biological, psychological, and social significance. Human 

motion, for instance, contains a wealth of information about the actions, intentions, 

emotions, and personality traits of a person”. (Troje, 2002, p. 1)

These biological patters is connected to the sound of motion which should make us 

able to convey the same emotion by hearing as we do by seeing. When walking in a 

FPS-game we can't see the body of the player, just hear the footsteps. Could a player 

detect the same emotions while playing a game like is done through visuals with just a 

change of the sound design for the footsteps? This study will see how the sound 

design of footsteps, with designed variations based on previous studies, convey 

emotions to players.

For this study, the selected emotion is sadness as it has been shown by 

research being one of the emotion that can be conveyed through visuals. (Montepare 

et al, 1987) In Montepare et als' study, sadness was also the most correctly identified 

emotion when letting test subjects identify emotion of walkers trying to convey four 
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different emotions.1 In Montepare et als' study there was some parameters of the gait 

rated which affected what emotion that was conveyed. The three most significant were:

• Stride length - Stride length had marginally lower rating for sad gait than happy gait 

but significantly lower than anger and pride.

• Arm swing - Sad gaits received significantly lower ratings of the amount of arm 

swing than the other gaits.

• Heavy-footedness – Angry gait had significantly higher rating than the other gaits.

The study also mentions that happy gait were more fast paced than the other three. 

This will be compared to a non-biological, diegetic ambience sound to see if there is 

any differences. In this study the sound of the wind will be used.

Method

An experiment was conducted where subjects played two levels in a game that had 

specially designed sound tracks. 20 subjects participated in the experiment and they 

were all students of Luleå Tekniska University from different programmes, the subjects 

were asked about both gaming and listening experience. For the experiment two game 

levels were created, the levels where made by the author in Unreal Engine 4 (2012). 

One of the levels was two indoors apartments (see Appendix A - Picture 1 and 2)  and 

the other a mountain landscape with two valleys (see Appendix A – Picture 3 and 4) 

the valleys and the apartments represented two different spaces in each level, Space 1 

and 2. The two different spaces within each level were designed to be looking slightly 

different so the player could just tell them apart but be similar in how the visual 

elements conveyed emotions or mood of the environment. The visual difference 

between the valleys in the outdoor level was the positioning of the trees, bushes and 

stones, though it was the same numbers of object in both levels. The visual difference 

between the apartments in the indoor level was the positioning of the furnitures, and 

also there were some different furnitures for example there was a round table in one of 

the apartments and a rectangular in the other, there were different bookshelves  and 

1 Anger, happiness, sadness and pride
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different abstract paintings.

The subjects were tasked with playing both the levels with the spaces. The 

spaces was labeled 1 and 2, Valley 1 and 2 and Apartment 1 and 2, when entering a 

space the subjects was shown the corresponding number on the screen. The player 

could go between the two different spaces as they pleased. The controls were W, A, S 

and D for moving the character, Space for jumping, E for interacting with objects in the 

map and the mouse were used to look around. There was no time limit and the 

subjects were told to press the L key when they wanted to move on to the next level. L 

was chosen because it wasn't near the other controls and wouldn't be pressed by 

mistake easily. Doing the whole test, playing both levels and answering all questions, 

took around 15-20 minutes for most test subjects, though it differed greatly. No time 

was recorded.

The test was conducted in a computer room at Piteå Musikhögskola on an Imac 

computer. For listening, a pair of Audio Technica ATH-M50x headphones were used. 

Subjects were told about the test with the same introduction for each subject. The 

introduction told the participants about the controls of the game and about their task. 

They were told to explore the two different spaces to see if they could spot a difference 

in how the spaces conveyed emotions to them (see Appendix B for full instructions in 

Swedish).

An instruction screen where the controls were explained again and a button for 

when the player wanted to move on with the test was the first thing the subjects saw. 

When the player pressed the button they randomly entered one of the two levels with 

50% probability. When the player had played the map and wanted to move on, they 

pressed L and moved on to another instruction screen which told the player to answer 

the question of that corresponding map with a ”move on” button there as well. When 

the button was pressed, the player moved on to the remaining map. When the player 

was done with the last level and pressed L the player was instructed to answer the 

questions for that level and the test was finished.

Sound design

The sound of which were used in the sound design of both levels were downloaded 
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from freesound.org (2015) and recorded by the author.  The two different spaces in 

each level had exactly the same sound design, the same sounds, same mix etc., the 

only differences was one of the sounds. In the Indoor level it was the sound of the 

players footsteps that were different and in the Outdoor level it was the sound of the 

wind. Some of the sounds were randomised, for example bird singing in both levels, 

and could have been different between the spaces for some of the player, however 

they were sounding similar as to not to be perceived as different emotionally. The 

processing of sounds was made in Logic Pro X (2013). Unreal Engine 4 gives the 

sound designer the option to either play a sound like it is when it's imported in the 

game or the game engine can dynamically adjust the volume so the closer the player 

is to the sounding object, the louder the volume is. UE4 is also able to spatialise the 

sound if the sound designer for example want a sound to the right of the player to be 

heard from the right.

The interactive sounds were triggered if the player stood close to an interact-

able object and pressed the E key. Almost all interactive objects had more than one 

sound associated with them as to not make it repetitive for the player, although the 

sounds were similar. If there were more than one sound to an interact-able object, the 

sounds were played randomly.

Indoor level

There were three kind of sounds in the Indoor level, ambience, interactive sounds and 

footsteps. All sounds were exactly the same for both spaces except the footsteps

Firstly there was an ambience that was always present, it was a white noise 

kind of sound but the player could hear cars in the far distance and other city sounds. 

From outside the player could also hear bird singing but only if the player was close to 

the windows. An AC and a stove each had a corresponding sound. The sound of the 

AC and the stove were coming from a seen object in each room and therefore were 

spatialised.

The interactive sounds were one sound of a computer keyboard, two sounds of 

a newspaper, two sounds of books and several sounds of notes being played on the 

piano with pitch being the only difference.
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Outdoor level

The Outdoor level with the two valleys had less different sounds in it and it was only 

ambience and interactive sounds with no sound for the players footsteps. All sounds 

except the wind were the same in both valleys.

First it was an basic ambience, much like the one in the apartment level but 

without any cars or city noises in it, instead it was distant bird singing present, this 

ambience was the same for both valleys but lower in volume than the sound of the 

wind. Point sources of birds singing were also placed in the trees and they were 

spatialised.

There were also some interactive sounds. There were two sounds of the player 

rustling the bushes and two different sounds of tree creaking. There was also one 

sound of small stones being tossed by the player which were triggered if you went on a 

special spot in both the valleys.

Design of footsteps and wind

The different sounds between the spaces were chosen to be the footstep and the wind, 

as discussed in the section above. The process of making these sounds will be 

described in detail in this part. The process was controlled and designed with the 

intention that they might be perceived as conveying different emotions.

The footsteps were recorded by the author and with the authors steps in a studio, a 

Neumann KM184 microphone was used and the steps were recorded in mono. The 

information that is discussed in earlier sections was considered and it was also 

important that the footsteps fitted in the game environment. One of the footsteps was 

meant to be conveyed as sadder than the other. The sad steps were dragged more 

and the leg wasn't lifted as much between the steps as the happy steps. Arm swing 

was recorded separately as to be able to control it more. For the sad steps, it was less 

arm swing and for the other sound they were exaggerated as to make a clear 

difference. The volume of the arm swing was also lower for the sad steps.

A committee of five raters was put together to evaluate whether they could 

perceive a difference in how the footsteps conveyed different emotions. They were 
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then sent the two different designed steps in two sound files and were asked to chose 

which of the steps sounded sadder. The sounds were not in the context of the game 

but just ordinary WAV-files (mono, 16 bits and 44,1kHz sample rate) with 16 steps for 

each and in the same pace as in the game. The members of the committee chose their 

own listening environment. The committee consisted of sound engineering students at 

Luleå Tekniska Universitet and all except one were third year students, the last one 

being a first year student. The committees gaming experience varied.

The files and feedback were delivered online and all of the committee evaluated 

individually. All of the committee except one agreed with the intended emotion. Some 

of them thought the sounds were to fast to be conveyed as sad so the speed of the 

player in the game were lowered. After this, the steps were implemented in the game 

without re-verifying.

The two different wind recordings were downloaded from freesound.org (2015). The 

intention was that they should be similar but still convey different emotions, sad for one 

and happy for the other. The sad wind was a bit more dynamic than the happy one and 

had more movement to it, while the happy wind was more static, they were chosen to 

represent happy and sad according to the judgement of the author. They were then 

equalised and volume adjusted as Västfjälls research had found out about inducing of 

emotion from sounds. For the placement of happy and sad in the valance and arousal 

dimension, see figure 3. (Feldman, 1995)

The happy sound was approximately 10-15 dB lower than the sad sound 

(because the sad wind was more dynamic it depended on were they were compared) 

as to make the valance more positive for it as described in the introduction of Västfjälls 

(2012) research and seen in figure 3. For the sad wind high frequencies were cut with 

an high shelf-filter to give it less arousal, also according to Västfjälls research which is 

displayed in figure 1. See figure 4 and 5 for a comparison of spectral balance between 

the winds, FabFilters Pro Q 2 (2014) was used for the spectral analysis. Then the 

sounds were implemented in the game.
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Figure 3: Based on Feldman (1995)

Figure 4: Spectral analysis of the sad wind



Questionnaire

The questionnaire was presented in paper and asked the subjects three questions for 

each of the maps. The subjects were told they could read the question before and 

during playing the game and they were also told they could answer or make notes 

while playing the levels. The questions were in Swedish but I will translate them here 

for convenience. See Appendix B for full questionnaire in Swedish.

1. a) Did you perceive any difference in how Apartment/Valley 1 and 

Apartment/Valley 2 conveyed emotions?

b) If yes, try to describe the difference in how Apartment/Valley 1 and 

Apartment/Valley 2 conveyed emotions  (be clear with which of 

Apartment/Valley 1 or Apartment/Valley 2 you mean when writing).

2. If you experienced any other differences between Apartment/Valley 1 and 

Apartment/Valley 2, try to describe them.

At the end of the test the test subjects were also asked the following two questions.

1. Are you attending the the sound engineer programme or consider 

yourself an experienced listener?

2. Check in which of the following three alternatives that's represent you 
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best:

a) I play games frequently

b) I play games occasionally

c) I play games seldom or never 

Results

In this section the results are presented. First the answers to the question “Did you 

perceive any difference in how Apartment/Valley 1 and Apartment/Valley 2 conveyed 

emotions?” for both levels is shown. Then the quantitative and qualitative data for the 

Indoor level is displayed with analysis and a discussion for the Indoor level. Because 

nearly all test subjects (see figure 6) responded the same for the Outdoor level, only 

the qualitative data is presented with an analysis and a discussion. At last a discussion 

for both levels is presented.

The subjects are divided into groups, unexperienced/experienced listeners and 

experienced/unexperienced gamers. Because there were three alternatives regarding 

game experience, the test subjects responding either of the two alternatives

• I play games frequently

• I play games occasionally 

are  joined together to the group experienced gamers and the test subjects responding 

the alternative

• I play games seldom or never

becomes the group unexperienced gamers.

There was no significant difference if the subjects played the Indoor level or the 

Outdoor level first in how the subjects conveyed emotions.
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Indoor and Outdoor level - Did test subjects perceive any difference?

Figure 5 compares the responses of all subjects in both levels on the question “Did 

you perceive any difference in how Apartment/Valley 1 and Apartment/Valley 2 

conveyed emotions?”.

Figure 6 shows that more of the test subjects responded yes for the the outdoor level 

than the indoor level.
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Indoor level results and analysis

Indoor level – Gaming experience

Figure 7 compares how experienced and unexperienced gamers responded to the 

question “Did you perceive any difference in how Apartment 1 and Apartment 2 

conveyed emotions?” for the indoor level.

Figure 7 shows experienced gamers were more likely to respond yes and 

unexperienced gamers were more likely to respond no.
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Indoor level – Listening experience

Figure 8 compares how experienced and unexperienced listeners responded to the 

question “Did you perceive any difference in how Apartment 1 and Apartment 2 

conveyed emotions?” for the indoor level.

Figure 8 shows experienced listeners were slightly more likely to respond yes and 

unexperienced listeners was more likely to respond no.
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Indoor level – Listening and gaming experience

Figure 9 shows the responses to the question “Did you perceive any difference in how 

Apartment 1 and Apartment 2 conveyed emotions?” from groups combining the 

categories experienced/unexperienced listener/gamer, i.e. creating four groups

1. Experienced gamers and experienced listeners

2. Unexperienced gamers and experienced listeners

3. Experienced gamers and unexperienced listeners

4. Unexperienced gamers and listeners

For example, if a test subject was an experienced gamer and an unexperienced 

listener that test subject belongs to group 3.

Figure 9 shows experienced gamers and listeners were more likely to respond yes and 

if the test subject was either unexperienced listener, unexperienced gamer or both 

he/she was more likely to respond no.
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Indoor level – Analysis quantitative data

To check if the number of test subjects noticing an emotional difference between the 

indoor spaces was statistically significant, a binomial test was used. As seen in figure 

6, 9 of the test subjects answered yes and 11 answered no. 15 is the critical value with 

a significance level of 0,05 and 9<15 so the binomial test shows it's not statistical 

significant, see Appendix C for table of cumulative values. However, a chi-square test 

shows there is a statistical significant difference between how test subjects who was 

experienced gamer and listener and the remaining group (unexperienced listeners 

and/or unexperienced gamers) perceive an emotional difference. The critical value of a 

chi-square test is 3,84 with a significance level of 0,05 and with 1 degree of freedom- 

The chi-square statistic is 4,85 calculated with the values shown in Table 1, this shows 

that different sound design in games convey emotions to experienced listeners and 

gamers more easily. 

   Table 1: Shows the response to the question “Did you perceive any difference 

   in how Apartment 1 and Apartment 2 conveyed emotions?” 

Response: Yes No

Experienced gamers and listeners 6 2

Unexperienced gamers and/or 
listeners

3 9

   

Indoor level - Qualitative data

Here is a selection of comments from the test subjects when asked “Try to describe 

the difference in how Apartment 1 and Apartment 2 conveyed emotions  (be clear with 

which of Apartment 1 or Apartment 2 you mean when writing)” displayed, translated by 

the author from Swedish. In the Indoor level, Apartment 2 was designed to be more 

sad than Apartment 1.

“Apartment 1 is conveyed as warmer and more nice than nr 2, can't explain why. 
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Possibly because nr 2 felt cold and impersonal at first glance, before I heard nr 1.” 

“In Apartment 1 I felt like I were at my own home. Apartment 2 felt less personal.”

“Apartment 1 felt lighter, more open and more inviting then Apartment 2. It feels like 

one have more oversight and control in Apartment 1, it's safer somehow. Apartment 2 

feels more frightening and threatening.”

The nine subjects noticing an emotional difference wrote qualitative data. Four of them 

commented that apartment number one felt more like home, more inviting, open, safer, 

nicer or warmer, some using more than one of the adjectives. Also one subject 

mentioned that Apartment 1 felt more like home and one subject that Apartment 1 felt 

more cozy when answering the question “If you experienced any other differences 

[than emotional differences] between Apartment 1 and Apartment 2, try to describe 

them”, clearly not identifying this as emotions.

Two of the nine subjects thought Apartment 2 was colder and/or less personal 

and one from the other group, the same as mentioned above, thought Apartment 2 felt 

more like a temporary resident.

There were three outliers, one subject thought Apartment 1 felt threateningly 

and Apartment 2 calmer, one thought Apartment 2 felt frightening and threateningly 

and one described Apartment 1 as inside and Apartment 2 as outside. Three of all 

subjects described Apartment 2 as gravelly.

It should be noted that some subjects just commented on one of the 

apartments, for example one subject described Apartment 1 as more cozy but didn't 

comment anything on Apartment 2. Also one didn't specify which of the apartment 

he/she meant when describing them.

Analysis Indoor level – Qualitative data

When placing homey, safe, inviting and cozy in the valance and arousal scale it should 

be somewhere close to calm and relaxed which according to Feldman (1995) lies in 

the positive valence dimension and with lower arousal. Open, nicer and warmer is 
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harder to define but should probably be somewhere close that region too. To feel not 

at home or impersonal, should be somewhere around nervous which then is in the 

negative valence dimension and higher arousal. Figure 10 shows were Apartment 1 

and 2 should be placed in the valence and arousal system and also the change in 

emotion.

Discussion Indoor level

First it should be discussed why more experienced gamers and listeners detected

an emotional difference than others. Regular gamers are probably more used to the 

controls and mechanics of a game and can therefore become immersed in the game 

more easily. It could also be that regular gamers pays more attention to details as they 

have played more games. Experienced listeners possibly pays more attention to the 

sound design than an unexperienced listener would, even if it is a regular gamer, and 

even if they won't notice it's different sounds between the rooms they may 

unconsciously notice the finer details of the sounds that's conveying emotion.

For those who noticed a differences between the apartments many described it 

as homey or inviting which got a more positive valance to it than feeling not at home or 
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a temporary residency. This shows that footsteps can be designed different to convey 

different emotions for those who notice it, though this experience of designing 

footsteps to convey emotion has shown it is hard to do so with just sound and no help 

from visuals or other sources. In most games today sound accompanies visuals and 

probably could a consciously designed sound of footsteps together with visuals add 

even more to the intended emotion of the game, like in Journey (2012).

Even though the intended difference in valence is close to the experience of the 

test subjects, the arousal dimension is the other way around. One reason for this could 

be that the pace was the same for both the apartments while according to Montepare 

et al (1987) happy gait is more fast paced than others. If more high frequency content 

had been removed from the sad steps, which according to Västfjälls (2012) induces 

less arousal, maybe another result would have emerged.

One thing that may have affected some subjects is that almost the first thing the 

player met in Apartment 1 was the sound of a fire burning and although the same 

sound of fire was in Apartment 2, it was a bit more into the Apartment (compare 

Picture 1 and 2 in Appendix A). This can have affected the impression of the 

Apartments, one of the subjects for example seems not to have noticed the fire in 

Apartment 2 (though the subject doesn't define which of the apartments he/she is 

describing) at all but writes “The apartment that had the sound of the fire...”. That could 

possibly be why subjects called Apartment 1 homey, warmer and inviting. Although this 

doesn't connect with or explain why experienced gamers and listeners could detect the 

difference more easily than others in the Indoor level. If it was the sound of the fire that 

affected the subjects, more than the footsteps, it probably should have shown similar 

results as in the outdoor level were the different winds, which are similar sounding to 

fire sound, were noticed by both experienced gamers/listeners and unexperienced

Another thing that should be noted is that many subjects thought Apartment 2 

had another surface than the graphics showed (wood floor), for example some 

described it as outside or like gravelly. This problem were also noted by some of the 

committee and should have been checked more and maybe the footsteps should have 

been re-recorded or processed another way. This could possibly ruin the immersion for 

some of the players or make them think about the surface instead of the emotional 
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content.

Outdoor level – Results and analysis

Comments by test subjects Outdoor level

Here is a selection of comments from test subjects when asked “Try to describe the 

difference in how Valley 1 and Valley 2 conveyed emotions  (be clear with which of 

Valley 1 or Valley 2 you mean when writing)” displayed, translated by the author from 

Swedish. Valley 1 was designed to be more sad then Valley 2.

“Valley 2 is peaceful and calm while Valley 1 feels gloomy and alarming” 

“I experience Valley 1 as darker and more threatening. It feels more frightening then 

Valley 2.”

“Valley 1 got a noise that's lies threateningly close in the sound image. My experience 

of that was that it affected the other sounds so that them felt more threateningly too. 

Valley 2 had a more peaceful atmosphere and the impression of Valley 2 felt nicer.” 

All except two perceived an emotional difference between the levels. Nine of them 

described Valley 1 as threatening, nervous alarming or stressing, four described Valley 

1 as gloomy, lonely and less peaceful, some subjects using adjectives from both 

groups. One described Valley 1 as more lively. 

Eight subjects described Valley 2 as peaceful, no pressure or worry, nicer or 

calmer. Two used the word lively and one of those two also described Valley 2 with the 

words happiness and summer feelings. One used the word larger and another one 

constant noise.

There was one outlier who wrote that Valley 2 was threatening and Valley 1 was 

nicer and happier which possibly could have been a mix up between the Valleys. 

Another one described that he/she experienced a change in weather between the 

valleys. Three subjects described Valley 2 as more natural sounding  and more 

believable. It should be noted that some subjects just commented on one of the 

valleys, for example one subjects comment was “Valley 1 was nicer” but the subject 
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doesn't mentions Valley 2 at all though the subject probably thinks Valley 2 is not as 

nice.

Analysis Outdoor level – Quantitative and qualitative data

To check if the number of test subjects noticing an emotional difference was 

statistically significant, a binomial test was used. As seen in figure 6, 18 of the test 

subjects answered yes and 2 answered no. 15 is the critical value with a significance 

level of 0,05 and 18>15 so the binomial test shows it's statistical significant, see 

Appendix C for table of cumulative values.

When placing threatening, nervous, alarming or stressing in the valance and 

arousal scale it should be somewhere around nervous and afraid which according to 

Feldman (1995) lies in the negative valence dimension and with higher arousal. 

Gloomy, lonely and less peaceful should be placed somewhere close sad with 

negative valence but lower arousal. Therefor Valley 1 should be placed somewhere 

between afraid, nervous and sad but closer the first two mentioned.

To feel no pressure or worry, peaceful or calmer should be somewhere around 

relaxed and calm which is in the positive valence dimension and with lower arousal, 

possibly nicer could be placed there too. Figure 11 shows where Valley 1 and 2 should 

be placed in the valence and arousal system and also the change in emotion.
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Discussion Outdoor level

It's interesting that almost all test subjects noticed a difference between the different 

valleys. Unlike the Indoor level there was no difference between the groups which 

probably means the difference was easier to hear even for a unexperienced gamers 

and unexperienced listeners.

As in the Indoor level, the change in the valence dimension is close to the 

experience of the test subjects but the change in the arousal dimension is the other 

way around, even if it's closer than the Indoor level. An explanation for this could be 

that the source of the wind sounds is different and that the wind meant to be sad has a 

character of bad weather which by itself is alarming. The intended change in arousal 

could maybe been achieved by starting with the same source for both wind sounds 

and then processing the sounds according to Västfjälls (2012) research.

A word that some of the subjects used was that Valley 2 was more natural or 

believable than Valley 1. The explanation for this could be that the sound of the wind in 

Valley 2 fitted more with the graphics. The weather was sunny and the clouds were 

white (see Appendix A – Picture 3 and 4). This could possibly have added to an 
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uncanny feeling in Valley 1 with the sound contradicting the graphics.

It should also be noted that some subjects commented that Valley 2 was 

brighter or that Valley 1 had more shadows, probably they mean from the trees, and 

this could possibly have affected how they conveyed emotions. It could have been the 

other way around, the sound design affected the subjects to interpret Valley 2 as 

darker than Valley 1, though it's hard to draw any conclusions as it could be either one 

of the explanations or both at the same time.

Discussion - Differences between Outdoor and Indoor level

The main difference between the level is that the Indoor level didn't convey emotion to 

as great extent as the Outdoor level. The main factor probably is that the change 

between the sound of the footsteps was more subtle than the difference of the winds 

and it was much easier to spot. If a committee had been consulted before the test to 

agree that the emotional change between the sound of the footsteps and the sound of 

the winds was the same, a more significant conclusion could have been drawn in this 

regard. As it is now, it is possible that it's easier to detect emotional change between 

non-biological than biological sound but more research is needed. 

It could be that humans unconsciously reads in more from the wind because we 

want to know what the weather will be like, for example animals flees before rain, and 

when storm or rain is approaching one wants to be ready. This should also apply to 

footsteps as the research of motion patterns by Montepare et al (1987) shows, but 

Montepare et al's research is only about how humans visually reacts to human motion 

and not about sound of motion, humans are probably not as sensitive to just the sound 

of motion patterns as it's not as commonly used in daily life. More testing, subjects and 

time spent on sound of human motion and how we convey the sound of human motion 

would made the results more valid. Also, nothing in the game insinuates the footsteps 

was something important to listen to but humans are always alert to the weather.

Another explanation is that there were less objects to interact with in the 

Outdoor level and so the subjects perhaps would focus more on the sound of the wind 

than they did with the sound of the footsteps in the Indoor level. 

If the time had been measured maybe more differences could have been found. 
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For example how long the test subjects explored the different spaces may have 

affected the results.

Conclusion

This study has investigated if foley can convey emotions to players. To make the 

investigation a test was conducted with using two levels with two spaces. The spaces 

had the same sound design except for the chosen sound, footsteps and wind. 20 test 

subject participated and answered if they noticed an emotional difference for each 

level and, if they did, wrote what they thought the difference was. Results shows it was 

easier for test subjects to tell the difference between how the valleys conveyed 

emotions but the apartments could convey different emotions too especially for 

experienced listeners and gamers.

Future research

Future research on this subject could be to try making the same experiment but with 

other sort of sounds. For example the sounds of weapons or other commonly used 

sounds in games would yield interesting results. A better method for comparing non-

biological and biological sounds could be made.

Research about how humans convey emotions through just the sound of motion 

patterns would make further research about how sound design of biological patterns 

affects emotions in games easier. 

Another thing that would be interesting to research is how combing sounds can 

make the same sounds convey different emotions, for example one comment was 
“Valley 1 got a noise that's lies threateningly close in the sound image. My experience 

of that was that it affected the other sounds so that them felt more threateningly too”. 

How does ambiences affect other sounds to become more threateningly or peaceful 

could be a question for example.
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Appendix A – Screenshots of levels
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Picture 1: Apartment 1

Picture 2: Apartment 2
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Picture 3: Valley 1

Picture 4: Valley 2



Appendix B – Questionnaire and instructions (in Swedish)
Instruktioner 

Det här testet handlar om hur känslor förmedlas i dataspel. 
Du kommer få spela två banor med två olika områden i varje bana. Den ena banan består av två 
lägenheter och den andra består av två dalar i ett bergslandskap.
Din uppgift är att undersöka dom två olika delarna för att avgöra om det finns någon skillnad i 
hur känslor förmedlas mellan dom. Det finns ingen tidsbegränsning.

Dom olika delarna kommer kallas 1 och 2 och när du går in i ett område visas en svart 
siffra, 1 eller 2, mitt på skärmen. Den kommer visas varje gång du går in i området så 
om du missat eller glömt vilket rum du var i är det bara att gå ut och in igen.

Kontroller i spelet

Du rör dig med W, A, S och D
Du tittar runt med musen
För att integrera med objekt i världen, tryck "E"
När du känner dig klar med banan, tryck "L" för vidare instruktioner
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Formulär utomhusbana

1. a) Tyckte du att det var någon skillnad i hur Dal 1 och Dal 2 
förmedlade känslor?

b) Om ja, försök beskriv skillnaden i hur Dal 1 och Dal 2 förmedlade 
känslor (var tydlig med vilken av Dal 1 eller 2 du menar när du 

skriver).

2. Om du upplevde några andra skillnader mellan Dal 1 och Dal 2, 
försök beskriv dom.
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Formulär inomhusbana

1. a) Tyckte du att det var någon skillnad i hur Lägenhet 1 och 
Lägenhet 2 förmedlade känslor?

b) Om ja, försök beskriv skillnaden i hur Lägenhet 1 och Lägenhet 2 
förmedlade känslor (var tydligen med vilken av Lägenhet 1 eller 2 du 

menar när du skriver).

2. Om du upplevde några andra skillnader mellan lägenhet 1 och 
lägenhet 2 försök beskriv dom.
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Experiment examensarbete - formulär

1. Går du ljudteknikutbildningen eller anser dig vara en van lyssnare?

2. Kryssa i  vilket av följande tre alternativ som passar bäst in på dig:
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Ja Nej

Jag spelar dataspel ofta

Jag spelar dataspel då och då

Jag spelar dataspel väldigt sällan eller aldrig



Appendix C - Binomial cumulative distribution
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Table 1 -  Binomial cumulative distribution

No. of correctly identified Cumulative Table
0 9.5367431640625E-007
1 2.00271606445312E-005
2 0.0002012253
3 0.001288414
4 0.0059089661
5 0.0206947327
6 0.0576591492
7 0.1315879822
8 0.2517223358
9 0.411901474

10 0.588098526
11 0.7482776642
12 0.8684120178
13 0.9423408508
14 0.9793052673
15 0.9940910339
16 0.998711586
17 0.9997987747
18 0.9999799728
19 0.9999990463
20 1


